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In this lesson, you will explore what the Productivity Process is and why it is important. You will better

understand how this can help you manage your time and make you a more productive individual. You

will also consider how being able to take initiative and revise your plan as needed can help ensure

you achieve your desired results. 

Specifically, this lesson will cover:

1. The Productivity Process

1. The Productivity Process

Productivity is how effective someone is at completing a task. In the digital world, productivity is one of the

ways you measure success. To be considered productive in your own life and career, you must be able to

perform your best without wasting resources like time or money. And, you must understand how to increase

your productivity while still delivering quality work.

  STEP BY STEP

There are three steps in the Productivity Process. 

WHAT'S COVERED
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1. Organize

The process begins with organizing the work ahead of you. You need to understand what it is you need to

accomplish to be able to allocate time and resources accordingly. As you organize your tasks, you want to

keep the following in mind:

What tasks need to be completed?

How much time will you need for each task?

What tools will you need to get everything done?

You can choose any method to write down and keep track of everything, but this is a technology course, so

we will focus on using digital methods. You could create a Word document, Google sheet, or a note app. The
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key is that you write it all down. This helps you retain it better and it gives you a resource you can use as you

work through the tasks and the rest of the Productivity Process. For instance, let’s say that you are planning a

trip. First, you’ll want to organize the tasks that need to be completed, such as purchasing airline tickets,

creating a list of activities you’d like to do on vacation, setting a budget, and reserving a hotel room. Spending

time organizing your trip will save you time in the long run and enable you to be more productive. 

2. Plan

After you determine what you need to accomplish, you need to explore how you can achieve your results.

There are two critical elements in this step:

You need to prioritize your tasks. You can do this by examining things like due dates, complexity of the

work, and how critical their completion is to you or others.

Select a calendar to help you manage your plan and determine or include due dates.

Later in this challenge, we will explore calendar options so you can choose one that works best for you. 

The most effective organizational tools are tools that you use frequently. For instance, you may set milestones

and enter the dates into your digital calendar. Or, you may use a project management tool for all of your

projects. There are several digital tools and apps designed to keep you organized, and ultimately, more

productive. 

To continue the example of planning a trip, you’ll look at the task list you created when you were on the

organization step. Prioritize these steps based on urgency and importance. For instance, if you want to stay at

a specific hotel, you’ll want to make that a high priority to ensure there is a vacancy. You’ll then want to

determine how and when you’ll complete the rest of the tasks, as well as what tools and resources will be

needed. 

3. Manage

Lastly, you need to be able to put your plan into action and manage it. In this phase, you are both doing the

work and adjusting as needed as circumstances change (and we know they do that sometimes!). It will be

important that you take initiative and revise your plan as needed. Not doing so could lead to missed deadlines

or critical errors. Some questions you can ask yourself as things come up are below:

Does this event affect my priority list?

Are my deadlines flexible?

Who can help me?

Life happens, but when you have a solid plan in place, it can help you avoid stress and adjust more quickly. 

To further expand on the example of planning a trip, unexpected events may occur. You have already

organized and planned your tasks and resources and are ready to take the trip. However, your flight may be

canceled or someone who is traveling with you may end up getting sick. In these cases, you’ll need to make

adjustments as needed so that you can still execute your plan.

Just like digital proficiency, productivity can be learned through this easy, step-by-step process. Once you

understand the productivity process, you can use it to tackle the tasks in your own life that will help you

accomplish your career goals and increase your results driven skill.
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  THINK ABOUT IT

In our modern world, it’s becoming easier and easier to get distracted and lose sight of your goals. Consider

the possible distractions below and think about how you would move beyond that distraction to finish your

work.

Your phone has been blowing up all day with drama, and you have an assignment due!

You’re managing a large group of people, and you’re finding it hard to solve their problems and tackle

your own work too.

There’s been a major storm in your area, and you’re stuck working from home… along with the rest of the

family.

You have a huge amount of work sitting in your inbox, but it’s the first good weather day of spring.

  

In this lesson, you reviewed the three steps of the Productivity Process (organize, plan, and manage).

You considered the importance of each one and how following this process can help improve your

productivity skill. You also reflected on how being more efficient can help you strengthen another

skill… being results driven. One key is the ability to use your initiative skill and change plans if/when

circumstances change. 

Enjoy the next lesson!

SUMMARY
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